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The successes of American military power in recent years relied greatly on the

effective movement of massive quantities of materiel. Trucks, trains, and ships carrying

intermodal containers delivered most of this materiel. The commercial transportation

industry developed this intermodal support capability over time beginning with the

introduction of the railroads in the early nineteenth century. The military quickly adapted

the various ongoing developments for martial purposes. Since those earliest

developments in transport, intermodal shipping, as a continuation of a revolution in

military affairs related to the Industrial Revolution, progressed from piece loads, to

break-bulk, to the intermodal containers of today. The power projection capability of the

modern American military directly benefited from the convergence of these ongoing

developments in logistics-related technology, organization, and doctrine. With this

capability come certain limitations and risks. This paper assesses containerization and

the strategic implications for CONUS-based power projection by the United States

military in the future.
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The successes of American military power in recent years relied greatly on the

effective movement of massive quantities of materiel. Trucks, trains, and ships carrying

intermodal containers delivered most of this materiel. The commercial transportation

industry developed this intermodal support capability over time beginning with the

introduction of the railroads in the early nineteenth century. The military quickly adapted

the various ongoing developments for martial purposes. Since those earliest

developments in transport, intermodal shipping, as a continuation of a revolution in

military affairs related to the Industrial Revolution, progressed from piece loads, to

break-bulk, to the intermodal containers of today. The power projection capability of the

modern American military directly benefited from the convergence of these ongoing

developments in logistics-related technology, organization, and doctrine. With these

developments also came new risks and limitations. This paper examines intermodal

containerization from a historical perspective, reviews the present day capabilities to

move materiel, considers the risks and limitations associated with containers, and

assesses the impact of intermodal transport on the ability of the United States military to

project power from the continental United States.

Historical Significance of Intermodal Containers1

Modern land transportation evolved over a long period with its roots in the animal

drawn wagon of ancient times. Developed from these early carts, the Industrial

Revolution saw the debut of the steam-powered railroad. This innovation overcame

many of the obstacles faced by other forms of wheeled, ground transportation, such as

unprepared roads, mud, and uneven grades, but did so at a great cost for
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infrastructure.2 The development of containers capable of moving between

transportation modes took many forms since the first wooden boxes and barrels made

their way from wagon to ship to railcar. Movers of bulk cargo, like grain, coal, or gravel,

never required the packing or sorting other individual commodities required. These

loose loads easily filled the various cramped irregular spaces of early ships and barges.

Break-bulk cargo made up of many discrete items (especially heavy or hazardous

types) required special handling or storage considerations, often wasting space and,

therefore, money. Early efforts aimed at containing break-bulk cargo with larger crates

helped in handling the load, but offered limited solutions to offset the storage

inefficiencies.3 Seeking to overcome the challenges of moving freight between wagons

and ships and railroad cars, nineteenth century transporters innovated further,

increasing in size the holds and railcars to accommodate the ever-increasing sizes of

crates hoisted aboard the various forms of transport. Slow advances in the still-primitive

materiel handling equipment governed further development of these break-bulk

movement efforts.

During the early part of the Industrial Revolution, developments in transportation, in

particular the railroad, offered some intriguing promises to commercial transporters and

their customers, including the military. Railroad boxcars and flatcars offered a means to

move large quantities of discrete items efficiently to points along a given rail line. Like

ships and barges, the railroads economically moved large quantities of goods. Unlike

ships and barges, railroads offered speed and greater access to inland destinations.

The military employment of the early railroads played upon these benefits as military

commanders attempted to leverage the railroads in support of early land campaigns in
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America and in Europe to move men and supplies.4 This kind of operational

employment of the railroads would continue in some form through to the middle of the

next century, only to slowly give way to the movement of purely materiel support of the

military.

The innovations of the Industrial Revolution gave rise to the profession of logistics

as men adapted various commercial inventions to overcome transport deficiencies in

military applications. The military recognized many of these innovative solutions and

sought to employ them for war. The railroads, originally conceived to move coal, soon

moved men and many other kinds of freight.5 The American Civil War clearly

demonstrated the effectiveness of railroads at these tasks.6 This effectiveness

continued to improve until the Spanish-American War when the railroads, so good at

moving significant quantities of materiel in short order, helped to build-up a massive

logjam of supplies, animals, and men at the Port of Tampa that actually threatened the

Cuban invasion. As historian David Rutenberg noted, “There was no shortage of

supplies – only a totally inadequate system of accountability.”7 Unloading railcars by

hand in Tampa resulted in mixed supplies on the dock. Loading the first available ships

closest to the berth with those assorted supplies spelled chaos for the units expected to

fight ashore in Cuba. The military clearly needed a better means to manage and move

this materiel faster. Changes made in the military organization after the Spanish-

American War sought to find this means.8

As the Industrial Revolution continued to unfold in the twentieth century, the

demand for the movement of greater quantities of materiel emerged in support of

advancement in weapons and instruments of war. Motorized vehicles, with their
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requisite consumables, added to the load of the Quarter Masters. Larger quantities of

supplies, such as food, fuel, and ammunition, demanded more space aboard railcars

and ships.9 Managing these mountains of materiel demanded better ways to store and

distribute the items. Failing to do so threatened terminals and ports with congestion that

would hamper military plans.10 Relief for this congestion came eventually at the hands

of professional logisticians armed with some of the latest inventions the Industrial

Revolution could offer: forklifts, pallets, and conveyors.11 The militaries of World War I

benefited directly from these innovations, but other problems soon arose. In particular,

massive amounts of materiel again clogged ports due to the inability of the

organizations involved to flow goods from rail to ship in a timely manner. The

continuing demand for war materiel far outstripped supply as congested ports reached

saturation points as empty railcars remained stuck in crowded, dockside rail yards.12

The military clearly needed to address how the organization, tactics, and technologies fit

together. Their chance to prove it came in late 1941.

During World War II, further technological innovations failed to stem the rising

demand for even more material. Additional motorized inventions, like mass-produced

aircraft, added to the problem of material demands. The economic law of diminishing

returns took over as organizations and technology struggled to maintain the materiel

movement effort over vast distances. Different ideas to streamline logistics operations,

such as the “block load” (pre-packaged supplies for one thousand men for twenty to

thirty days) in 1943, only yielded waste.13 Despite all the difficulties, the amounts of

materiel shipped during World War II reached their peak.14 By the end of World War II,

further development in logistics led to the trials of various methods to move more goods
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over different modes even faster. The military attempted to streamline the movement of

goods using small steel containers called Conex boxes in the early 1950s.15 (One

Conex would fit in the bed of the standard 2½-ton truck.)16 Similarly, railroads explored

the movement of trucks and trailers as early as 1935, but the various efforts struggled

with the marketplace as well as equipment employment well in to the mid-1950s.17 In

1955, an American businessman, named Malcom P. McLean, succeeded in employing

large metal trailer bodies without wheels to move cargo that until this time moved in

break-bulk fashion.18 His idea quickly caught on as it proved economical, and soon

commercial and military cargos began to move in similar containers. Before long, a new

industry was born as containerships began to ply the coastal and international

waterways. By the time the Viet Nam War buildup reached a peak in the late 1960s,

significant portions of the war materiel moved in containers.19 The Department of

Defense Joint Logistics Review Board publicly recognized in 1970 that,

“Containerization [moving materiel in containers] offers the Services a major opportunity

for a breakthrough in simplifying and speeding logistic support to deployed forces.

Therefore, the use of containers should be developed and exploited as rapidly as

possible.”20 The course for containers in the military was now set.

The peacetime culminating point for the military shift from break-bulk to containers

began in the early 1980s with the retirement of older forty-foot boxcars in the domestic

railroad industry.21 While some railroads replaced the older boxcars with larger ones,

other railroads and some customers looked to containers instead.22 The deregulation

environment of the time “set in motion the move to deregulate all container

transshipping” in 1984. This action spurred increased investment in containers.23 In
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1990 and 1991, Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm again tested the military

use of containers in war with mixed results due to a lack of theater infrastructure to

handle them.24 Despite this experience, moving materiel in containers between modes

of transport, intermodal, continued to accelerate until in the 1992 when the military

formally adopted intermodal containers for the movement of ammunition, the last break-

bulk holdout in the Army Strategic Mobility Plan.25 Since then, the United States military

continued to develop doctrine, organizations, plans, and equipment for the loading,

movement, and unloading of intermodal containers that provide the factory-to-foxhole

supplies the modern American military now required. Despite all these efforts,

logisticians involved in operations in the twenty-first century continually noted ongoing

problems in moving materiel due to a fundamental lack of a formal intermodal container

transportation strategy.26 Clearly, this revolution in military affairs continues to progress.

Intermodal containerization was the result of converging technologies with changes

in organization and doctrine over a long period. Modern military capabilities required a

means to support mass movements of materiel over vast distances using different

means of transport, and only intermodal containers met this need. This complex mix of

innovations, linking various logistical capabilities, took time to develop the supporting

organizations and doctrine required for successful employment, but the impact upon the

militaries, particularly the United States Department of Defense in 2006, is nothing short

of revolutionary.27 Of all of the modern logistical feats associated with the mass

movement of materiel, historian John Lynn noted, “These great demonstrations of

production, shipment, and distribution came at the price of wedding military success to

the uninterrupted flow of industrial bounty. Armies and Navies became more powerful,
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but also more vulnerable, since they could not afford any break in their essential lifelines

of supply. Logistics moved ever more to the center of gravity.”28 In the context of a

revolution of military affairs, intermodal containerization is a culmination of innovation,

organization, and doctrine that deployable militaries simply cannot ignore if they expect

to win wars in the future. The ability of the United States to project power today fails

without containers to move the materials required to sustain forces abroad. An

examination of this present-day capability is necessary in order to assess the limitations

associated with this means of power projection.

Present State of Intermodal Capabilities

If the military of tomorrow seeks to avoid the clogged ports and the congested rail

yards of the past, a keen understanding of intermodal containerization as a strategic

mobility enabler is in order. The present-day factory-to-foxhole path of military logistics

is a series of interconnected capabilities employing common hardware standards and

practices. Each of these capabilities, in turn, relies on various equipment and

information technologies, civil and military organizations, and doctrine and policies for

the conduct of operations. These technologies include transportation-related entities

such as standardized containers, container handlers, container ships, specialized

railcars and trucks, and all of the supporting infrastructure and information technology to

provide the overall management of the end-to-end process. Organizations supporting

intermodal container operations include specialized military logistics units, civilian

workers, railroads, shipping lines, trucking companies, and all of the supporting

activities required to make these groups function. Each of these organizations also

bring with them business strategies and operating practices that make the supply chain
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work as a whole. To understand the strategic implications of each of these elements, a

summary of their contribution to the overall concept of military power projection using

intermodal containerization is required.

Modern day intermodal containerization is the most significant means by which the

U.S. military goes to war. In fact, over 85% of military cargo goes by containerized

military sealift.29 In this capacity, the ability to transfer the most amount of cargo in the

least amount of space via the fastest method possible adds to the building of combat

power on foreign shores. To get there, however, one must have the containers, the

means to convey the containers from one mode of transport to the next, the ships,

trucks, or railcars capable of handling containers, and all of the supporting command

and control mechanisms to manage the thousands of containers that might be located

at a single location. To illustrate this point of magnitude, the civilian port of Long Beach

handled 6.7 million 20-foot equivalent containers in 2006 alone.30 Only the

convergence of all of this technology made this feat possible.

In 2009, the most common container in use by the military is the 20-foot

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) container. This particular container

is 20-foot long by 8-foot high by 8-foot wide and serves as the backbone for current

military shipping.31 While larger containers, such as 40-foot versions, are common in

commercial enterprises and in some limited military applications, military loads,

particularly ammunition are often very heavy and tend to ‘weight out’ the container long

before the space is ‘cubed out.’ These small, though sometimes very heavy containers

are also easier to handle aboard vessels and on rough terrain where larger containers

containing proportional weight become impractical to maneuver, usually constrained by
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the ability to move the larger size with the container handling equipment (CHE)

available in forward areas.32 As a case in point, all Marine Corps ammunition shipped

today from depots in the U.S. move overseas in 20-foot containers since the Marines

lack the organic ability to handle any larger size in an expeditionary environment.33

Supporting containers are the modes of transport, namely trucks, railcars, and

vessels of various types. The trucks in question range from commercial tractor-trailers

outfitted with a flatbed or special container chassis to military vehicles capable of

retrieving a container from the ground.34 Railcars come in several forms including

standard multi-purpose flatcars, intermodal flatcars (with hardware for blocking and

bracing containers), or well cars where the container rides closer to the rails, often

stacked two high, though these cars are not common in military movements.35 Vessels

include ships of numerous types to carry containers externally, internally, or a

combination of both, and some types of barges, though the latter is usually a secondary

transfer means for military purposes.36 Each of these modes presents challenges in the

power projection equation, particularly ocean shipping given the critical low density of

the assets. Potential adversaries of the U.S. are well prepared to break this link in the

overseas military supply chain.37

In the continental United States (CONUS), the other key physical element required

in the conduct of container operations is infrastructure. This element is comprised of

the intermodal seaports, rail yards, and truck lots with all of their supporting assets

including docks, ramps, cranes, storage yards, and operations and maintenance

facilities. Despite the ability to stack containers in some cases five high, the real estate

requirement for the off- and on-loading of these boxes is enormous.38 Add to this mix
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the requirement to handle hazardous material like ammunition and the physical space

requirement to accommodate the explosive arc alone limits the number of ports capable

of moving this commodity. Case in point, only one port on the west coast of the United

States and three ports on the east coast are capable of this type of container handling

for shipping any significant amounts of military arms, ammunition, and explosives

(AA&E) given the quantities of net explosive weight (NEW) involved.39

Keeping containers, their contents, and their location under control requires more

than simply paper manifesting the boxes. Containers today move with automated

information technology (AIT) supporting both total asset and in-transit visibility through

the employment of radio frequency identification (RFID) systems.40 These systems

support the movement and storage of containers and their contents with RFID tags.

These RFID tags vary by application and capability, but all generally operate under a

similar scheme of interrogation by a transceiver that provides information about the

RFID tag, the container, and the contents to a server that makes the data available to

other applications.41 Through this technology, the marshalling, loading, and unloading

of containers occur in intermodal ports, rail yards, and truck lots without the congestion

and gridlock that might otherwise occur without these systems. This technology also

represents a critical vulnerability to the overall system in the event of loss or

compromise, such as a cyber attack or hacker intrusion on the application servers.

Organizationally, the movement of military-related containers relies upon

commercial industry and Department of Defense-related groups, in particular the

Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC) [formerly the Military Traffic

Management Command (MTMC)] under the United States Transportation Command
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(USTRANSCOM).42 Commercial interests generally include those required to provide

certain operational activities that the military does not directly support in CONUS,

namely off-base storing, loading, driving, and maintenance of the containers and the

supporting vehicles and infrastructure. Most military containers move to port by rail,

and, today, the U.S. military has little organic capability, outside of loading activities, to

support this mode.43 On the other hand, the military provides those on-base activities

(though sometimes through civilian contractors) required to receive or ship containers

by truck or rail stateside. The U.S. Army, in particular, is well suited for the base

handling of containers through the Transportation Corps and the various logistics

support units in CONUS through Installation Transportation Offices.44 The handling of

containers outside of CONUS often falls to the Army, under its Title X responsibilities, to

oversee the infrastructure and contracted workforce to keep the containers moving. In

these scenarios under wartime conditions, the assumption is that most theaters of

operation will have ports that are capable and willing to handle this military cargo.

Willingness and capabilities are important particularly when considering the previous

discussion of AA&E since container ports that handle such explosive cargo are much

less numerous than those ports supporting general goods. Given the weight and

hazardous nature of AA&E, airlifting of mass quantities is impractical. For those military

operations without the direct support of ammunition-capable ports, the U.S. Army and,

to some extent, the U.S. Marine Corps must employ other slower, more cumbersome

means to bring containers ashore from ocean-going vessels for transfer inland.45 This

cargo handling constraint for overseas container operations is a significant strategic

logistics planning consideration.
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Bringing together all the equipment, infrastructure, and organizations and making

the intermodal system work requires doctrine. From the perspective of policy, the U.S.

Army espouses six principles of containerization. According to FM 55-80, Army

Container Operations, these six are:

1. Seamless Flow of Materiel and Information

2. Mobility and Readiness

3. Throughput Distribution

4. Standardization

5. Container Status/In-Transit Visibility

6. Cargo Integrity, Security, and Safety46

Commercial container-related businesses likely share these six principles, but

their respective business strategies must include other ideas related to return-on-

investment for shareholders and similar financial motives that the military does not

share. Civilian entities represent these kinds of financial considerations as a measure

of risk that manifests itself in the tariffs the shippers charge for their services relative to

the nature and conditions of the services rendered. A civilian cargo ship delivering

supplies into a port supporting a military action will usually charge more as a risk

premium than one delivering cargo where no fighting is present.

Examining each of these principles relative to the ability of the U.S. to project power

from CONUS, one finds a common focus on the support for the overseas war fighter

through disciplined logistics. As a whole, these principles seek to “to optimize use of

strategic lift, focusing primarily on sealift, to improve force closure time for unit

equipment and sustainment supplies and meet national defense objectives.”47 Each
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principle clearly has roots in the past when wartime conditions stymied the movement of

material, precluded timely information on the location of stores, or denied support for

operations due to lack of supplies. Take these principles and project them onto

possible military actions in the future and the enormity of the logistics effort required

soon emerges.

In summary of this section, intermodal containerization clearly requires the same

kind of strategic thinking and planning as other elements of the profession of arms.

While the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel,

and facilities (DOTMILPF) construct applies, the level of involvement of commercial

support can hide the strategic significance of the topic. Lessons learned from history

clearly show the importance of effective strategic lift, and leaders of the U.S. military of

today must fully grasp the extent to which power projection and sustainment relies on

the simplest of concepts, like containers, taken to orders of magnitude well over that

experienced on a retail unit level. This strategic supply chain imperative is fraught with

limitations and risk that can adversely affect strategic plans supporting national

interests. A review of some of these possible threats and ways to mitigate them is now

in order.

Limitations and Risks of Containerization

The review of present-day intermodal containerization alluded to a number of

limitations and risks inherent in the organization, facilities, and equipment required to

make the factory-to-foxhole supply chain operate as intended. As a dynamic system of

individual actions, the intermodal scheme works well in peacetime. Military units and

civilian companies together demonstrate their abilities to forecast resource
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requirements, position equipment and people, manage workloads in a relatively static

and secure environment on a daily basis; however, the real test of the system to meet

demand is not an everyday occurrence. Mobilization of the military beyond the levels

experienced since the start of the Long War is the true gauge. Surge shipping and

material sustainment levels like those of World War II, Korea, and Viet Nam are the

litmus test of intermodal containerization. Mobilization levels exceeding the partial one

the U.S. now operates in are the real-life measure that containerized operations must

meet. Failing to do so might preclude the ability of the U.S. military to protect national

interests abroad.

“For want of a nail,” began a verse posted on the wall of the Anglo-American Supply

Headquarters in London, England during World War II.48 Like then, the containerized

supply chain of today finds similar circumstances, not just with the supplies themselves,

but also with the actual equipment required to move the goods. Containers, handlers,

cranes, trucks, trailers, rail cars, barges, and ships all play a role in the strategic lift

equation. Each of these assets is a finite resource, and most are not government

owned. While the U.S. military does possess some amount of containers, handling

equipment, trucks, rail cars and ships, commercial interests own the vast majority of the

assets, and, in many cases today, those interests are foreign.49 The actual quantities of

these resources controlled by the Department of Defense represent a small fraction of

the total required to mobilize and sustain a significant overseas force. Various mobility

requirements studies cite the need for additional organic capacity to move material,

particularly containers, though usually in the context of intratheater operations.50

Domestically, the availability of containers, particularly those certified for moving AA&E,
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as well as rail cars, continue as an on-going concern to strategic planners. To this

point, the Department of Defense maintains some level of on-hand capacity for lift

through the container fleets of the services and the container-capable rail cars of

Defense Freight Railway Interchange Fleet (DFRIF).51 The limitations associated with

all of this kind of equipment are primarily quantity and location, and the Department of

Defense wrestles continuously with the cost versus benefits under various mobilization

scenarios. Having the right amount of equipment in the right place when needed

remains an unending balancing act of limited resources and time-consuming actions.

After intermodal equipment, the next significant limitation is infrastructure and

related facilities. At any given transfer node, certain physical elements must exist in

order for the equipment to move containers. Most CONUS defense installations in use

today predate widespread use of containers. In fact, the rail layout of most bases

supported rail operations using 40-foot boxcars that have long stopped running.52 In

order to conduct intermodal operations today from most bases, updated rail yards on

flat terrain with access to storage yards and other support structures is necessary to

conduct wholesale movements of units. In the absence of such a layout, commercial

container yards, if located in proximity to the source of material, offer some relief.

Ammunition depots, on the other hand, require significant space to account for

explosive arcs related to stored and containerized ammunition. Few commercial

intermodal activities offer large-scale support for off-base handling of this particular

class of supply. Most significantly, port facilities prove the single largest constraint in

the intermodal equation. Surging of military supplies through civilian ports competes

with global commercial activities.53 The few military ports left in CONUS constrain the
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quantities of ammunition containers allowed on-hand due to NEW considerations.54 On

the receiving end of the ocean voyage, similar, if not worse, conditions are likely. Not all

conflicts in the future will benefit from near-by deep-water ports with container handling

capabilities. Nor will likely competitors allow the shipping of vast military supplies to go

unmolested. From the perspective of strategic planners, these risks remain significant

and enduring.

The final large risk in the intermodal containerization equation is a perishable one:

skilled people. Never before have relatively few operators moved more cargo than is

the case today. The efficiency gains of containerization pose job security risks in the

eyes of many a union member whose personal interest may not align closely with the

national ones the U.S. military is seeking to protect. As far back as 1928, unions

bedeviled plans to move freight in innovative ways.55 In 2002, port workers in California

walked off the job, citing employer demands to implement technology to improve

container-handling efficiency, effectively shutting down container operations at several

of the largest ports in the U.S.56 More troubling in many respects is the fact that

organization responsible for the most recent West Coast strike in 2008, which shut

down 29 ports, cited opposition to the Iraq War as the reason for the work stoppage.57

Add to this mix the increased requirement for qualified drivers to move heavy equipment

and hazardous materials during a mobilization surge as well as the need to crew civilian

ships potentially destined for hostile waters, and the risks increase further. Given the

nature of these risks and the limitations they present, strategic planners must continue

to balance competing demands of time and capacity to move cargo against the
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willingness of the people supporting the efforts to operate in a manner conducive to the

war effort.

Taken in total, intermodal containerization provides flexibility in the deployment and

sustainment of forces, but remains acutely vulnerable to limitations and risks related to

equipment, facilities, and people. The efficiencies in cargo handling gained over time

reduced capacity to allow for and recover from significant disruption. While the clogged

ports of the twentieth century are unlikely to reoccur, the prospect of delayed or denied

strategic movements under a mobilization scenario remains a real threat unless

otherwise countered.

Recommendations to Reduce Strategic Risks

To counter the limitations and risks associated with intermodal containerization, the

U.S. government should consider actions that maintain or expand capacity of the overall

supply chain in support of national defense under conditions of increased total

throughput due to total mobilization or decreased speed resulting from actions of an

enemy. Equipment, facilities, and organizations all have a role to play in this effort.

Given this assessment, several recommendations emerge.

The first recommendation involves increasing the overall capacity of equipment by

boosting the number of containers, rail cars, and container-capable ships available on

short-notice to the U.S. government. Though the U.S. Army owns a considerable

number of International Organization for Standardization (ISO) containers, the total

available ready to load at any given base of each branch of service or defense agency

must support a mobilization surge. Newer versions of this container, called Joint

Modular Intermodal Containers, are now available that collapse down for easier reverse
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logistics handling.58 An on-hand quantity of these government-owned containers and

handlers required to ship supplies or ammunition should exceed the quantity required to

load out, according to mobilization plans, all of the required materials less the quantity

available on an on-going basis from commercial sources in the immediate area.

Similarly, the assets required to move these new containers must increase

proportionally to ensure the least amount of delay. 59 Case in point, the government-

owned flatcars of the DFRIF today number less than 2,000, not all are container-

capable, and many are better suited to carry vehicles and equipment other than

containers.60 The positioning of these strategic lift assets must consider the expected

container quantities on-hand or readily available as well as the conditions of container

off-load. While leasing such assets is preferable, some commercial rail cars capable of

moving containers are not well suited for on- or off-loading at facilities other than

commercial intermodal ones. The last area, ocean shipping, is the most expensive

capacity to increase. In early 2005, the world container-ship fleet was 3,478 vessels.61

Eighteen foreign companies owned most of these ships.62 In supporting national

defense, Congress should consider financial incentives for American companies to

enter into this competitive marketplace. With such an arrangement, the ocean shipping

equivalent of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet, where U.S. airline companies make available

equipment and crews on a pre-negotiated short-notice basis during wartime, becomes

possible.63 This mechanism would further increase the number of ships available to the

government when needed most. These actions in total offer one feasible approach to

address the constraints placed upon power projection by available equipment.
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The next recommendation is oriented on the facilities and infrastructure required to

support military mobilization. While the current global economic downturn in business

frees up capacity to surge through commercial ports, the larger concern is for those

facilities required to support the movement of large quantities of AA&E. The current

constraint on operations relative to ammunition-capable ports is significant, particularly

on the West Coast where a single primary active port exists for loading large ships with

significant quantities of AA&E. Mobilization considerations warrant a second active port

on the West Coast with equivalent capabilities for such activities. On the East Coast,

remedial action in 2003 averted further encroachment of commercial interests into the

explosive arc of Blount Island, Florida.64 A similar action taken by the Department of

Defense to build out a current military-related port, such as the U.S. Navy Bangor,

Washington Trident Base, is necessary given the time and negotiations required to

address the explosives safety measures and extend the facilities. Without such an

arrangement, a single point of failure for westbound strategic surface movement exists

for moving large quantities of AA&E.

The final recommendation to reduce the strategic risks associated with intermodal

containerization is related to on-going organizational education and training. The

groups involved in the strategic supply chain are unlikely candidates for nationalization

as was the approach taken by the U.S. government in World War I.65 Since the all-

volunteer U.S. military no longer contains significant numbers of personnel well-versed

in the trades of commercial business, such as running railroads, a means to familiarize

members of the military is important. The establishment of permanent part-time liaison

billets with major domestic railroads and multinational shipping companies for members
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of USTRANSCOM would open the lines of communication with important industries

where few exist today and offer opportunities for military members to cross-train with

corporate partners. These roles would further serve to strengthen the cooperative

relationships between the U.S. military and these commercial entities. During

mobilization, these liaison jobs would increase to full-time positions to ensure open lines

of communication for all parties concerned and would remain active until hostilities

reach a level where strategic movement plays a less important role.

These three recommendations provide options to address some of the inherent

limitations and resulting risks associated with intermodal containerization. While not

complete in any sense, the proposals provide a framework for understanding the issues

the military faces with regard to the developing world of containers and the ability to

mobilize and sustain operations from CONUS.

Conclusion

Future success on the battlefield will continue to rely on the fast power projection

and reliable sustainment capabilities. Optimizing the use of the available equipment,

facilities, and people will remain a challenge for strategic planners as the intermodal

container revolution in military affairs continues. The efficiencies associated with the

commercial economies of scale in this global supply chain will continue to refine the

employment of containers, though not always in a manner suitable for use by the

military. Only through on-going innovation and active cooperation with commercial

intermodal interests will the U.S. military remain prepared to mobilize in a containerized

world.
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